STORIES OF TRANSITION FROM G. I. JOE, G. I. JANE & THEIR CLASSMATES: USING CRITICAL INCIDENT NARRATIVES TO PROMOTE SOCIAL INTEGRATION IN THE FIRST-YEAR EXPERIENCE COURSE AT A COMMUNITY COLLEGE

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this case study research aims to bridge gaps in the current research by exploring how both veteran and nonveteran adult and higher education (AHE) learners make sense of their educational journey and identity, in and out of the classroom, during their first-year experience (FYE) course at a community college (CC) in the Southwest region. Combining critical incident technique (CIT) and narrative inquiry, the researcher is able to investigate veteran and nonveteran AHE learners’ personal critical incident narrative testimonies to make sense of individual identity and values. Relevant literature on the topic of FYE’s and transition for veteran and nonveteran learners underscore potentially problematic issues in the current scholarship. The theoretical framework from which this research was undertaken, methodology, findings and discussion reveal how nonveteran and veteran AHE learners identify a ‘third side’ or common ground in 1) the fight to pursue AHE, 2) the negotiation of new roles and 3) the influence of family on identity. To conclude, implications for future research and conclusions to advance understandings about veteran AHE learners have been offered. Ultimately, participant responses reveal common or ‘third sides,’ and how these ‘third side’ spaces contribute towards a collaborative learning environment in an FYE. General experiences of transition into the higher education setting for veteran and nonveteran learners are also shared in the findings.
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INTRODUCTION

The recent Post-9/11 G.I. Bill, a legislative effort to increase educational benefits for veterans, stands as the largest increase in federal based education funding since the 1940’s (Griffin & Gilbert, 2012). As such, recent scholarship in adult and higher education (AHE) has placed emphasis on veteran learners and their experiences as first-year students or students in transition (Ackerman, DiRamio & Garza Mitchell, 2009). While veteran learners are ever-more present on US campuses, veteran students report feeling slightly less supported in the academic settings than nonveteran/civilian students despite specific institutional interventions and initiatives (American Council on Education (ACE), 2011). For this research, veteran learners refer to those enrolled in AHE who have exited the armed services and those who still have military ties, whereas nonveteran students refer to AHE learners who do not have first-hand military experience.

Unfortunately, much of the research concerned with veteran students’ transition primarily summarizes efforts that do not work, and do not place emphasis on classroom
specific initiatives, which have promoted veteran AHE learner success (Bialkowski, 2012). Additionally, B. Bialkowski (2012) offers some specific suggestions and next steps for AHE scholars, practitioners, faculty, and staff whose aims are to enrich the educational experience of veteran students. Some of these next steps include enhancing understanding of veteran students, and the issues that might serve as obstacles to their educational experience (American Council of Education (ACE), 2010). Further, institutions need to develop knowledge and insight across AHE with regard to military culture, the nuances of the GI Bill, veteran experiences in and out of the classroom, and stereotypes that they might encounter from nonveteran populations within the academic community (ACE, 2010).

THE AIM OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this case study research aims to bridge gaps in the current research by exploring how both veteran and nonveteran AHE learners make sense of their educational journey and identity, in and out of the classroom, during their first-year experience course at a community college (CC) in the Southwest region. Combining critical incident technique (CIT) and narrative inquiry, we are able to investigate veteran and nonveteran AHE learners’ personal critical incident narrative testimonies to identify common, or “third spaces”, and how these communal, or third spaces, create a collaborative learning environment in an FYE. General experiences of transition into the higher education setting for veteran and nonveteran learners are also shared in the findings. The following sections detail relevant literature on the topic, the theoretical framework from which this research was undertaken, methodology, findings and discussion which reveal how nonveteran and veteran students identify ‘third space,’ or common ground, in the classroom through critical incident narratives. To conclude, implications for future research and conclusions to advance understandings about veteran AHE learners have been offered.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH METHODS

This research is framed within adult education theory and practice. In order to narrow the scope of study and offer specificity to meaningful stories of experience, learners were asked to identify one or two specific critical incidents (Flanagan, 1954) that shaped who they are today. First introduced by J. Flanagan and popularized in higher education, communication and management research, the two-part critical incident technique (CIT) makes use of descriptive stories of experience and then breaks these down within the broader, cultural and social context (Gray, 2007). According to J. Flanagan (1954) “an incident is critical if it makes a ‘significant’ contribution, either positively or negatively to the general aim of an activity” (Flagan, 1954). D. Simmons and J. Trenor (2010) use CIT to investigate how first-generation college students reflect on critical incidences when choosing their academic majors and how those specific social familial interactions shape these choices. Gray (2007) posits that “critical incidents, then, can be highly personal in nature and can help to trigger deep and sometimes disconcerting, introspection, even becoming developmental turning points” (Gray, 2007). While critical incidents may not necessarily be momentous or dramatic, and can often be mundane or part of a typical routine, the CIT offers flexibility in identifying motivations and attributions from the individual perspective. H. Hughes, K. Williamson and A. Lloyd (2007) remark that CIT is “capable of yielding rich, contextualized data that reflect real-life experiences” which is ideal for diverse learners (Hughes, Williamson, Lloyd, 2007).

The use of narrative, reflection and critical incidents as process is no new idea, but the use of narrative and CIT to foster community in the FYE classroom for veteran and nonveteran students is a relatively new and unexplored phenomenon. The intersection of
experience, reflection and learning is central to adult education theory practice, and also to engagement in the learning context. J. Lave and W. Wenger (1991) illustrate this by noting that learning is most meaningful when it happens collaboratively within the context of the community. Not much scholarship exists on how community can be collaboratively built through narrative for veterans and nonveterans within the First-Year Experience, and how this might translate to more engagement in the college experience (Ackerman et al., 2009).

Making use of the “third side” is what W. Ury (2000) simply describes as identifying common ground rather than focusing on how two sides oppose one another. Students in the community college setting often share a plethora of “third side” space by coming from the same city, sharing similar status as a first-generation college student (the first to attend college in their family), and/or sharing similar cultural or multicultural experiences from the home city. K. Jones (2013) asserts that connecting these previous experiences to meaning made about present experiences, for these learners in the community college classroom, is a powerful way to help higher education professionals understand the nuances of the transition into higher education for veteran AHE learners. Additionally, the discipline of adult and higher education has long urged these same professionals to use stories of experience, or personal narratives, as a powerful tool and resource for meaningful, transformative learning (Mezirow, 1990). Central in this case study are ways in which veteran and nonveteran students build social relationships, and foster “third side” space, via narrative testimonies.

The first-year experience (FYE), first-year seminar, and transfer-student seminar individually and synonymously aim to provide academic, social and course content support to promote student success in a time of transition when students are beginning, or re-starting their academic journey (Bliss et al., 2012). C. Bliss et al. (2012) indicate that nearly 90 percent of all four-year universities/colleges across the United States have some version of a FYE, which aims to build relationships within the campus community and encourage progression/retention. E. Pascarella and P. Terenzini (2005) suggest that one of the most notable and well-documented effects of participation in a first-year experience (FYE) is retention and progression between the first and second years in AHE. M. Torenbeek, E. Jansen, and W. Hofman (2011) discuss how critical the first few weeks of adjustment and transition into institutions of AHE learning are for academic and social integration. This is especially true for individuals who transition from combat to the classroom as a first-year student. This research primarily concerns itself with how social integration occurs for veteran and nonveteran learners early in the transition experience when they share critical incident narratives.

**Problematisation of Veterans and Nonveterans.** There are two specific issues identified in scholarship concerned with veteran AHE learners’ transition that potentially problematize the research and limit new understandings about social adjustment. The first issue being that institutions of higher learning market to veteran learners by self-identifying as “military friendly” when there is not consensus on exactly what that means. Some intuitions, and their veteran specific curricular and/or co-curricular initiatives, earn credit as being “veteran friendly” or “military friendly,” however, there is not wide agreement about how an institution is granted this status and what sort of approaches they use to build community, foster third space and encourage social adjustment (Griffin & Gilbert, 2012). Some institutions may do this as a marketing tool; while others are motivated by concerns for existing veteran specific issues currently being experienced at the institution (Ackerman et al., 2009). Other institutions of AHE make efforts to create a repository of vet resources, FAQ
guides, spaces for collaborative dialogue with other veterans, or offer online flexibility (Kim & Cole, 2013). Again, there is not much scholarship that details how veteran and nonveteran students build social relationships within these outlets.

The second issue can be found in how current research frames/operationalizes veterans and nonveterans within scholarship, and what suggestions the same research offers to promote building relationships on campus for these AHE learners. What is problematic is the notion that these groups are treated as opposite or polarized groups (Kim & Cole, 2013). Often times the scholarship will evaluate and assess veteran students responses versus nonveteran students’ responses to identify how these groups are different, or divergent when it comes to learning style, learning preferences and relationships with members of the academic community (ACE, 2009). Much of the scholarship, like D. Raybeck (2010), indicates that veteran students have difficulty relating, finding common ground, or identifying “third side” with nonveteran students. Thus, much of the literature directs members of the academic community to create spaces and opportunities so that military students can find and connect with each other as a remedy to alienation, and ultimately, withdrawal (Ackerman et al., 2009). V. Tinto (1993) caution that these “segregating” strategies can offer initial comfort in a chaotic time of transition, but ultimately “fail to help the student veteran fully transition and integrate with the broader ‘civilian’ campus community” (Tinto, 1993). Again, this challenges FYE instructors with the task of building authentic spaces to find common ground, shared experiences, and thus build social relationships and across and within veteran and nonveteran student groups to diminish likelihood of drop-out (ASHE, 2011).

The design of this case study was exploratory in nature to capture how both veteran and nonveteran use critical incident narratives as a reflective tool to encourage social integration and collaborative learning. C. Clark and M. Rossiter (2008) explain how important narrative can be as a method to foster understanding, and also “conceptualize learning as a narrative process” (Clark & Rossiter, 2008). This is particularly important for this case study, which includes multicultural, first-generation veteran and nonveteran students at a Hispanic serving community college. Nearly 65 % of the total student population is Hispanic learners, with a mean age of 24 years of age. 55 % of the minority student population report being the first in their family to attend college, or first-generation students.

Participants. J. Corbin and A. Strauss (2008) suggest that qualitative methodologies “allow researchers to get at the inner experience of participants, to determine how meanings are formed through and in culture, and to discover rather than test variables” (Corbin, Strauss, 2008). 84 students across four sections of the FYE self-identify as multicultural (1), Hispanic (43), Mexican (8), Latino(a) (11), Dominican (2), African-American (6), Black (1), Caucasian (4), White (6), Ecuadorian (1), and Russian-American (1). There were 40 female and 44 male participants with a mean age of 28. 24 participants identified as “veterans,” – “those who have exited the armed services and those who still have military ties” (ASHE, 2011). 53 of the participants identified themselves as students who are the first to attend college in their family. Students were debriefed as to the purposes of the study and given an opportunity to withdrawal their course material and testimonies for inclusion if they wished; none did so.

Procedure. CIT involves a two-step process that involves a rich descriptive event, which connects to the aims of a specific activity. The second step includes the broader, cultural and social context that contributes to meaning made about that incident. The aim of the specific class activity was general in nature and tasked students to think about 1) Who
am I? and 2) What do I value? Learners were tasked to develop their descriptive narrative outlining their one or two critical incidences and incorporate any meaningful anecdotes, examples and individuals that might have contributed to identity production or understanding identity. They completed this on their own over the first three weeks of the course. This activity was part of a larger module on aligning intrinsic motivations to short-term and long-term personal, academic and professional goals.

By asking learners to identify one or two critical incidents that significantly contributed to their personal narrative about who they are and what they value, students are able to share resources and insights of highest value. The second part of the CIT process was employed within a large focus group setting of eight-ten participants and asked students to synthesize their thoughts in a five to seven minute narrative testimony speech. These were done over the course of three days for each of the four sections of the course.

10–20 minutes of "unpacking" and discussion took place after all participants’ critical incident narrative testimonies were shared. The unpacking session included three open-ended questions that were posed to each of the focus groups publically (aloud orally) and privately (on a handout) these questions asked:

1) What efforts have you made to connect to your campus?
2) What has been meaningful in your first weeks at the CC? (This can be ANYTHING inside or outside of the classroom around campus).
3) What other comments would be helpful to understanding your thoughts and feelings regarding your FYE and transition into college?

**Analysis.** C. Reissman (2008) suggests narrative analysis is preferable when analyzing “individuals in stories of experience” (Reissman, 2008). However, several models or typologies of narrative analysis exist, all of which overlap in some way. Using “thematic analysis” places importance on the content itself focusing on the messages and “what is said, more than ‘how’ it is said” so that the most important patterns and trends can be identified (Reissman, 2008). This grounded approach is ideal for individual cases and testimonies that offer illustrative value to a particular phenomenon or occurrence (Reissman, 2008) like veteran and nonveteran multicultural first-generation students critical incident narratives in the FYE.

**RESULTS**

_Third side: the fight._ Participants in this case study research revealed personal stories and experiences that have shaped them and influenced their identity. In developing a critical incident narrative through loose, open-ended questions like “who am I and what do I value,” participants uncovered the moments in their lives that most directly influence where they are today as a new college student. There is not much to deny the fact that a traditional aged Caucasian learner between the ages of 18–23 may have much different lived experiences than a non-traditional aged 38-year-old Hispanic veteran when entering/reentering into AHE. But, every student regardless of age and disposition comes to the classroom for a reason and battles against unique challenges before, and during their journey in higher education. This was the case for many students within this case study.

Nearly 80% of the participants in this case study research identified “struggle”, “obstacles”, “challenges”, “trials” that were barriers which complicated or made it difficult to stay in or go back to college. For Joe, a Dominican male participant it was personal doubt and an inability “to take myself seriously, and not worry about failure,” and for Julie, a Hispanic veteran female student, it was actual battle. She commented that her transition from “JROTC (Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps) into active duty” was filled with
traumatic memories, “but enlisting after high school is what people do if they want college where I am from.” Like W. Astin (1993), and other research concerned with veteran students’ transition, scholars indicate that making connections with other veterans could be crucial for initial success and persistence when starting college. However, this research could argue that making connections in personally relevant ways need not discriminate to members of the in-group, or only veteran learners. No doubt, obstacles encountered by veteran and nonveteran learners are individually powerful critical incidents that make the goal of higher education a daunting, but worthwhile endeavor.

Additionally, some participants took issue with specific experiences, prior to entry into college, and identified that negative experience as a reason for wanting to pursue college. Charles, a Hispanic veteran stated that “my time deployed made PTSD and lack of options for young veterans real, they come alive. I haven’t been a student since high school so being a psych major scares me, but that’s real.” Participants share the struggles encountered, both emotional and experiential serve as drivers moving them into the learning environment. Another illustration of this comes from a Caucasian female student, Lee. Lee shared her struggle with prescription pills in high schools and noted:

“I was “a smart girl,” that’s what they would say about me, it was a huge shock to everyone that I was doing so bad and just not caring at all together. I realize now that those bad choices and that old life made me want this one (higher education/sobriety) even more and I want to help kids who are going thru some of the same stuff”.

Testimonies from Lee and Charles, a traditional nonveteran female learner and nontraditional veteran learner respectively, indicated not only that their experiences challenged them, but they also expressed altruistic intentions to help others who may be effected by some of those same issues. Both of these learners took notice of their own struggle and negative experiences and use these as powerful pieces of intrinsic motivation to connect to a specific major (in Charles’ case) or a specific occupation (in Lee’s case). This becomes important within the FYE as learners are challenged to think about how their own previous experiences connect to their future, and what new roles and responsibilities they might take on in pursuit of that future.

Third side: new roles. In thinking back on important critical incidents, participants were confronted with making sense of their past and how it connects to identity and what they value. D. DiRamo and K. Jarvis, in ASHE (2011), discuss the importance for veterans to think about how their roles and assumptions may have changed as a result of their military experience, but again, this is true for all students entering/reentering higher education. Participants recognize that the act of reflecting on identity and critical incident narratives is not a natural or familiar process, likely because K-12 education and the armed forces underscore transactional methods, which could discourage this kind of introspection and interaction. One student anonymously and privately reflected that “making it a personal experience instead of a professional classroom” was meaningful for him in the first few weeks at the CC. Learners here acknowledged that the task of reflecting on critical incidences, in and of itself, is difficult and challenges them to think about what the role of student means from their own individual perspective. Ultimately, it challenges the learner to pioneer their own path, rather than simply following “orders” or “directions” from faculty or superiors in the words of several veteran and nonveteran participants. Additionally, developing and sharing critical incident narratives privately and aloud to the focus group is challenging in that learners exposed some of their most intimate thoughts and feelings.
Through the critical incident narrative, learners authentically created bonding space “to open up and get others to open up” according to one female participant self-identifying as Mexican. This authentic space gave participants opportunities to bond over the challenge of speaking on intimate/personal experiences while simultaneously reconciling goals for the future as a new college student. A participant identifying as a female Ecuadorian shared that “getting an opportunity to remember why I loved that experience and how it changed me was really meaningful in my first weeks of college, it reminded me why I am here, and what I came to do”.

Participants collectively shared in the experience of exposing their inner thoughts about experiences and identity, which bonded the learners in unique and individual ways. Several participants remarked in their private feedback that “learning about each person and their experiences” was meaningful to their first few weeks at the CC. Further, participants like Matthew, a Hispanic veteran, remarked on how important and meaningful it was for his classmates “to get an idea of who I am, as a vet, student, dad, son, and brother”. Ultimately, participants appeared to appreciate the opportunity to tell their story and discuss the ways that their current or previous roles in life were changed and challenged by being a new student in the community college context. Another learner identifying as a male Russian American veteran noted that “sharing my trials has helped me to understand where I come from and where I am going”.

Both veteran and nonveteran learners within the case intimated that sharing within classroom space can be “intimidating,” “scary” and even “overwhelming” according to a nonveteran student identifying as African American. While learners found common ground or “third side” space in dialogue about the multiple roles they play, each learner is uniquely challenged to be his/her own agent in decisions about their own future. Participants here expressed some discomfort in being “the captain to this mission,” according to a Hispanic male veteran, or anxiety about self-regulating and self-directing his/her own choices and decisions. Students dialogue about roles they play, played or will be challenged to play and express that negotiating these with others is comforting and meaningful in their FYE and first weeks of transition at the CC.

Third side: family. Communally, students reflect on “Who am I??” and “What do I value?” by sharing how specific experiences prior to deployment or entry into higher education, and the individuals involved, influence or shape identity. Many veteran and nonveteran learners identified common ground in how their relationships with family members, and close friends shape their identity and values. Lee aptly stated: “sometimes life is about finding people who support you and recognizing those who do the opposite, I am who I am today, and where I am today, right now because of these people”.

Another Hispanic female, Marie, shared memories of her “abuela” and how their “spiritual connection” in times of trauma had always been a defining characteristic of who she is and what she values. She went on to speak about how her “faith and trust in the human spirit” could never have been fully realized had she not had this relationship. Two different Hispanic veteran males also indicated that messages of “discipline” and “service” were instilled at a young age. For one of these individuals, Caleb, these messages came through for the first time when he “was busted for stealing a pack of candy cigarettes at the age of six.” Other illustrations of critical incidents showcase duty and responsibility to the family across both veteran and nonveteran learners.

Tyler, self-identified as a Black combat veteran, speaks on perceptions of military duty and messages received about service. He shared:
“I hate when I get thanked for my service, it shouldn’t be celebrated. I’m honoring a tradition in my family and this is what is important to us. When people say that kinda stuff over and over, it’s like they don’t get it or me, like I am trying to save and protect our world, but its smaller than that, I don’t know...”

Both veteran and nonveteran AHE learners reconcile messages from family networks in very powerful ways. Nearly all of the 84 critical incident narratives, with the exception of 4, credited someone within the family or friend network as key players shaping and influencing whom each of them identified as and the values that sustain those identities.

Several stories of “courage,” “perseverance,” “commitment” and “service” from the family echoed across veteran and nonveteran critical incident narratives. Students indicate, in their narratives, that the people in their life play a profound role in shaping who they are and what they value. In many cases, recalling conversations and critical incidents involving these individuals was a powerful way to visit short term and long-term goals at the start of an FYE.

CONCLUSIONS

Ackerman et al. (2009) suggest that institutions of AHE must create explicit avenues for supporting veteran learners as they negotiate their new roles as students, but do not include much commentary or inclusion of nonveteran students within these initiatives. Y. Kim and J. Cole (2011) found that veteran students often report that they do not feel supported on campus to succeed. While much of the scholarship underscores what the current state of affairs looks like from an institutional perspective, not much attention has been paid to inclusive classroom strategies that bring veteran and nonveteran learners together. “The ability to integrate socially and succeed academically is particularly important” and as, such this research makes use of the “third side” to encourage social integration for veteran and nonveteran learners in the FYE. The exploratory nature of this study allowed both veteran and nonveteran students to reflect on their personal lives to identify one or two critical incidences that contribute to their personal narrative (who they are, what they value), and what sustains each of them as veteran, or nonveteran CC students in a FYE. Findings across the case study revealed specific ways that veteran and nonveteran learners create third-side dialogue and reflect on what is meaningful in the first few weeks of transition.

Many scholars like D. DiRamio and K. Jarvis, in ASHE (2011), who are concerned with veterans’ transition experiences, stress Brenner’s (2008) research which indicates that many veterans cannot identify with general society because “out in society, there is a disconnection” (ASHE, 2011). Dialogue and subsequent unpacking of identity, values, meaning made and general experience of transition into AHE in the first 3-4 weeks of transition at the CC reveal that veteran and nonveteran students are more than capable of creating identifications with one another. Critical incident narratives became a powerful way for veteran and nonveteran students to connect in authentic and experiential ways as they reflect on identity and values within the classroom. Nonveteran and veteran students had a variety of stories to share about complications, difficulties, troubles as well as triumphs. As new students to a new learning environment, both veteran and nonveteran learners were able to find common ground in life before college, the identification of new roles and in drawing influences from the family networks.

FYE: a space to reconcile experiences. This research responds, in part, to recent scholarship, like Y. Kim and J. Cole (2013) that identifies the need to understand what the experiences of veteran AHE learners’ looks like. Authors suggest, “gauging these students’ experiences, college and university leaders can assess how to improve programs and
services to support student veterans/service members and improve their educational outcomes” (Kim & Cole, 2013). This case study provides a preview into how Hispanic veteran learners reconcile intrinsic motivation from their past experiences and how they use these past experiences to drive their academic journey. While both multicultural veteran and nonveteran learners each encounter challenges in initially entering/re-entering into AHE, veteran learners in particular are specific in how combat experiences and military life in general, encourage them to follow a particular life path. For students in this case study research, some of these paths included counseling, physical therapy, psychology, and other social support services for combat veterans.

In many ways this activity is supported by previous research, which encourages students to seek out social support and assistance with resources/individuals that they feel bonded or likened to (Schlossberg, 1981; 1984). While this has traditionally manifested in the collection of veteran resources and centralized campus initiatives for veteran learners (Bliss et al., 2012), this research asserts that the classroom, and the FYE can also be this resource. The FYE is an ideal space for students to discuss their changing roles, family influences and what their personal motivations are in pursuing AHE. Specific activities aimed at exploring identity and motivations can be powerful for social integration in the first, overwhelming weeks of a semester. Additionally, creating spaces for veteran and nonveteran students to come together and identify “third side” spaces cannot be undervalued or overlooked.
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